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Principal’s Report
Lesley Okholm

Dear Parents and Caregivers

In this world that changes dramatically from hour to hour, even Penola 
is not immune. Sometimes we think being in a small rural town keeps 
us removed from the dramas of city life, however, this doesn’t apply to the global 
pandemic we currently are working and living through. I am most aware that this is 
impacting to a great extent on some of Penola High School families, more so than 
others. However, what I know is that our community has pulled together, another trait 
of regional towns. It is the BEST place to be right now.

I felt lucky to be able to walk my dogs daily in wide open spaces 
as I usually do, as we live in a rich natural environment. I feel 
privileged to have local stores who are working long hours 
ensuring we are all well fed. I feel warmed by the waves I receive 
from locals as I check my mailbox and the smile from the local 
SAPOL officer as he passed me on his way to his own work. I feel 
loved because I am never alone, my ‘fur baby family’ and online 
family are always with me.

Teenagers often need to have gratitude modelled to them. It is a natural default for 
them to look at the negatives. ‘I can’t see my friends’. ‘I want to use the skateboard 
park’. ‘I should be able to get my nails done’. They take their lead from us, the adults in 
their lives. When they hear us being negative, they copy and even ‘amp it up’ a notch 
or two. Gratitude is a state of mind.  People who regularly practice gratitude by taking 
time to notice and reflect upon the things they’re thankful for experience more positive 
emotions, feel more alive, sleep better, express more compassion and kindness, and 
even have stronger immune systems. I challenge us all to be mindful of this and to 
support our young people to reframe their thinking.

Lockdown Learning
Many of you will have read a Facebook post I made on Tuesday evening. I am loathe 
to be negative online however I know most parents and students read this forum and 
I believed I needed to take a firm stand around learning in lockdown. My teachers and 
SSOs worked tirelessly to try to make learning continue seamlessly to home learning. 
This entailed much anxiety and certainly, on reflection it was a highly stressful week for 
them. Yes, it is our job, however this is new ground for us and we all set high standards 
for ourselves which we were unable to guarantee in this new setting.
Thank you to students and families who took the opportunity to communicate with 
us if they were having issues accessing this learning. We know of cases where joining 
‘meets’ was impossible and well understand this limited some students.
However, this Facebook post was directed at 40% of our students who did not engage at 
all on the final day with no explanation. This post referred to about 13 students who did 
not attempt any learning at all over the 4 days. This email was not directed at parents 
who were under enough stress without trying to teach as well. We know every one 
of our students is capable of using Google classroom and Google meets without any 
support and when these students chose not to, it was deflating for all staff. However, on 
their return on Wednesday I was thrilled to see almost full attendance, in full uniform. 
Thank you all.
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Return to school after lockdown
The students have had a range of experiences over the last week which we need to listen to and 
learn from. On their return on Wednesday they were greeted with a graffiti wall (on paper) where 
we invited them to share these experiences, especially asking them to do some solution thinking 
(ah ha moments) so we can make this even more successful if we go into lockdown again.
It is important for us to see this way of learning as not just something we do when there is an 
emergency, but also a way we can keep students engaged in learning if they are away due to 
illness, mental health concerns, travel or a range of other reasons. Already Mike Hentschke uses 
this to teach a student from Allendale who is part of his Maths class, we have Stella and Ella doing 
Physics and Charlotte doing Psychology with Millicent HS and a range of students using Open 
Access. All of these require our students to be able to manage their time, commit to ‘meets’ and 
to work independently….all skills we need as adults in work environments.

We will be looking for your feedback as well and I will ask Governing Council to decide the best way to do this.

High Expectations
Learning is HARD! If it isn’t hard, then maybe it is not challenging enough.
In life there are times we want the easy, the comfortable, the habitual, but when that happens for too long, we lose 
motivation. Let’s consider lockdown. I enjoyed a few days of binge watching on Netflix and trolling on Facebook. I loved 
hanging about in my PJs. I was thrilled that bells didn’t ring to tell me when to have a coffee and go to the loo.
I can tell you that wore off quickly. I began to look for reading that made me think. I challenged myself with Masterchef 
moments in the kitchen using my personal Mystery Box from the pantry. I swung from cheesy TV to documentaries. My 
walks got longer and went to different places. I got up, showered and dressed as if I was working. (I did still love no school 
bells though).
Learning is the same. Young people disengage when there isn’t interest, challenge or relevance to them. Our teachers 
are working hard to raise their expectations of EVERY student. This won’t mean every student has to get an A. But it does 
mean we ask students to goal set around how they might improve. 
One of our teachers, Aimee Moretti, who teaches Art, Design and HASS writes the following about how important high 
expectations are in her work and what it looks like in her classes.
“High expectations for myself in my classroom is working with students and goal setting through a small and consistent 
conversation and discussions e.g. what are you looking to achieve? What grade are you after? How are you going to 
achieve this? What do you need to do to be successful in achieving this?
The use of these expectations enables me to be on the same path as the students, and it shows you care what they are 
after. In senior years I track progress constantly with progress checks every 3-4 weeks against the performance standards 
so they can continually see where they sit and give feedback in relation to how each criteria is or isn’t met or what they 
can do to move this to the next  band.
Senior students each have a schedule of work (e.g. how many pages of Folio or Visual Study to be completed each week) and 
are also tracked visually for each assessment on the whiteboard to check they are on track and also acts as a motivation 
for most.
Peer feedback is also used; I like to do this verbally as it gets all students talking and thinking about their Art or Design and 
gives peers a chance to suggest possibilities for each other and sets up a way for students to openly bounce ideas off each 
other and by hearing others discuss ideas/concepts it can give direction to other students. 
Students are always being pushed to extend on skills beyond what they initially present within work through verbal and 
written formative assessment and not just accepting what they (student) think is good enough. 
I also use exemplars for students to aim for and visually see what is being expected and go through exemplar and break 
down each section and how this has been achieved. I also like to show exemplars that have some achievement standard/
performance standard missing and get students to identify what is missing and why. 
By teaching student these skills and giving them structure to work in it also gives students responsibility for their learning 
and promotes self-direction.”

Thank you Aimee for sharing so openly. I hope this gives you all a window into why teachers do what they do. 

      Kind regards
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2022 Subject News
Judy Goodes

As our Year 12 students move quickly towards the end of 
their secondary schooling, and our Year 8 to 11 students 
settle into semester two subjects, we are starting to review 
staffing and timetables for the 2022 school year. The 
staff will be looking at subjects for 2022, with students 
currently in Year 8-11 making their choices for next year 
by the end of this term. We are currently updating our 
online Curriculum Booklet which will assist students and 
families to help understand the subjects and pathways 
available. We are also close to signing an agreement with 
the TAFE SA Mount Gambier Campus, to become the 
regional host school for a Certificate II in Hosptiality; each 
local high school is completing a similar agreement with a 
Registered Training Organisation. These qualifications are 
available to our current students in Year 10 to choose to 
study next year when they are in Year 11. Opportunities 
include Grant and Millicent high schools, who will run 
certificates based around trade areas, Mount Gambier 
High School in Automotive, Kangaroo Inn Area School in 
the area of Health and Education, and Grant and Lucindale 
schools in Agriculture. Our current Year 10 students have 
also had the opportunity to attend immersion days at 
other local high schools so they can see what is available 
to study. This will assist these students to make informed 
choices when organising their work experience this term. 
We are fortunate that the immersion program will continue 
next year. Through Open Access and our relationship 
with WREN schools, Millicent and Kangaroo Inn, we will 
be able to provide learning that interests and develops 
future pathways for all our learners. As we finish updating 
our Curriculum Booklet we will showcase what we have 
to offer through online platforms and through our school 
newsletter. This will enable all families to talk through in 
detail subject choices that students can make, ready for 
subject selection later this term.

Student Success
Lesley Okholm

Georgia Winter, who is currently in Year 
11 at Penola High School, is so certain of 
the fields she hopes to work on in the 
future that she undertook a Certificate 2 
Animal Studies course with TAFE online. 
This course is not offered locally like 
some VET courses, however, Georgia and 
her family committed to her doing this, 
and spending weeks in Adelaide on face 

to face components. Georgia worked independently on 
tasks and joined classes online weekly to achieve this. On 
top of this, Georgia maintained high grades across her other 
subjects studied at Penola High School. Congratulations to 
Georgia for this achievement.
Please remember that almost anything is possible in 
learning for any student. All you need to do is ask and we 
will try to make it possible for any student at Penola High 
School.

CAFE 43
We are very pleased to announce some very exciting news....
the Penola High School Hospitality Centre, well known as 
Cafe 43 recently received a grant from Stand Like Stone.
Year 9 students have already begun discussing plans which 
include more vegetable plots to be used as a kitchen garden. 
This will enable the students the opportunity to produce 
a menu using items harvested themselves. Students have 
also been looking into an undercover seating area adjacent 
to the cafe in readiness for the warmer months. As students 
are in the initial stages of planning, we look forward to 
hearing more developments and will keep you all posted.
If any community groups or members would like to 
support this venture, whether it be assisting in developing 
the outside seating area or by way of donating plants or 
vegetables, it would be greatly appreciated. Students are 
also on the look out for sponsors who would like to support 
them in helping develop their hospitality skills. If you have 
any experience or knowledge in how to make a great coffee, 
how to carry multiple plates for table service, or even how 
to properly do mise en place, please contact Olivia Jaeschke 
at the school.
Watch this space as this project continues. Penola High 
School would like to thank Stand Like Stone for their 
generous contribution.”

PENOLA SCHOOL
COMMUNITY LIBRARY

NEW HOURS

TUESDAY - 9:00-4:30
WEDNESDAY - 10:30-6:00

THURSDAY - 9:00-4:30
FRIDAY - 9:00-3:30
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Lucy Williams

Hi my name is Lucy, and I am the new Pastoral Care Worker 
at Penola High School. I have already met some of you last 
term, and I cant wait to meet more of you in the coming 
weeks.
As a Pastoral Care Worker I will promote student wellbeing, 
engaging young people in activities that are preventative 
and which support early intervention, and referral of mental 
health issues.
My favourtie things to do outside of school are to watch and 
play any sport, especially when my beloved Geelong Cats 
are on. I also play and coach local netball. I love a variety 
of movies and television shows, but my favourite television 
show would have to be Friends.
I am at Penola High School on Tuesdays and Thursdays. 
If any students have any concerns or need anything I am 
more than happy to chat face to face or you can email me 
on lucy.williams899@schools.sa.edu.au

     Thanks
Lucy Williams

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Dental Assistant Traineeships 

 
  SA Dental is offering up to 30 Dental Assisting Traineeship positions at clinics across the    
  State. The 12-month Traineeship contract includes on the job training and attendance at  
  TAFE where you will gain a Certificate 3 in Dental Assisting while earning $19,312 - $40,130 a year. 
 
  If you are 17 – 24 years of age (or up to 30 years if Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander) and  
  have finished year 11, you may qualify for a Traineeship. 
 
  Applications open 27/08/2021 – 19/09/2021 for the February 2022 intake. 
 
  For more information on the Dental Assistant Traineeship please visit: www.sahealthcareers.com.au 
  (Search Job No: 758854 at this website from 27 August – 19 September 2021 to apply.) 

Materials and Services Charge
Vicki McDonald-Burgess

Parents have the option of paying the 2021 Materials and 
Services charge in full or in instalments by cash, cheque, 
credit card, eftpos or centrepay system. Parents who wish 
to pay the Materials and Services charge and any other 
school costs, eg, camps, either in instalments and/or by 
direct debit and centrepay system please phone Vicki at the 
school on 8737 0000 to make the necessary arrangements. 

Buses
Parents of bus students are reminded that if you have a 
concern regarding behaviour/issues on the bus, it must be 
directed, in the first instance, to the Principal of that young 
person’s school, and then if need be, to Penola High School, 
as they manage the bus routes. Parents should NOT contact 
bus drivers regarding any bus issues.

Mask Up
Principal, Ms Okholm and English Teacher, Mr Cook were 
very happy with students Scarlett Black, Tannayah Cranwell 
and Amelia Willis, who along with other students are 
embracing the wearing of masks.
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Supporting Your Child Through COVID
Jessie Cope

As we come out of lockdown, I know there is a sense of relief that we have only had to do it for one week, but with that 
also comes uncertainty. As COVID is still very prevalent in the world and still a major news headline each day, it can cause 
uneasy feelings; maybe even worrying we might have to go through it again. Supporting yourself and your young person 
to work on mental health strategies is important, even as life begins to return to less restrictions. Do things daily that you 
enjoy, talk to people you trust, find time for laughter, exercise or spend time outside, drink plenty of water and eat well. 
All of this helps to maintain positive mental health and having these strategies can come in handy when stressful times 
come into our lives.
You may find that your young person is still finding all the information about COVID overwhelming or may still be feeling 
anxious or stressed even coming out of lockdown - all of these feelings are perfectly normal responses. The rolling 
news coverage and information on social media about COVID often make it hard to escape or think about other things. 
Encourage your young person to spend time off social media and limit the amount of COVID information they are taking 
in, especially if they are finding it is creating negative feelings.
Take some time to talk through the latest updates with them so they understand what is going on and what this means, 
and remember to look after yourself as well, this is a hard time for everyone.
Students are always welcome to make a time to chat to me. I work in the upstairs Wellbeing Office. They can also talk to 
our new Pastoral Care Worker, Lucy, who started with us in Week 1. I also have resources and service information available 
if you would like to have a look. Please call me at the school or email: jessie.cope810@schools.sa.edu.au
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